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Notes
This set of slides is intended to help teachers and students understand how to deal with sustainability and values issues in the new specifications. They should be helpful for all syllabuses.  The slides divide into four sections so they can be used either as separate sections or as a complete set. Part 1 (slides 2,3) looks at inspirational products and/or designers to help students understand that there are excellent commercially successful examples of sustainable design. Part 2 (4-8) looks at what sustainable design is about and the environmental, social, economic and cultural aspects of sustainability. Part 3 (9-13) considers the value of life cycle analysis in identifying how designing and making can be made more sustainable. Part 4 (14-17) introduces the six Rs and how they can be used to help students design and make more sustainably themselves. 



Inspirational designers and products 

There are some amazing
designers and products
out there.

Use the internet to find
out more about one of the
suggested companies in
the following slide.

Bag made from car inner tubes
and other reused materials.

Katherine Hamnett designer
with a message!

Boots made from environmentally
friendly materials and a fair wage for
workers.

Notes
The starting point is to enthuse students about sustainable design by looking at some real, sustainable examples of products and/or designers. They can either use the examples on slide 3 or find examples of their own.




Inspirational Textile Designers

Find out about one of the
companies on this slide
and record

• Details of one or more
products

• Anything about why they
make their products in the
way they do

• Anything else that
interested or surprised you
that you liked or didn’t.

Katherine Hamnett designs
http://www.katharinehamnett.com/

Patagonia
www.patagonia.com

People Tree
http://www.peopletree.co.uk/



You’ve looked at the work of a designer 
and their products….

Now write on a piece of
paper any words or phrases
that you think link to
SUSTAINABILITY from the
work of the designer or
products you’ve looked at.

Make a class word bank

Notes
Produce a class mind map of as many words or phrases that students think are linked to designing and making products sustainably. It has been suggested that teachers might start here – asking students what they think of when someone mentions eco-design. After looking at some products, they could then revisit their initial ideas to see how they have changed.



So what’s sustainability got to do with my GCSE in D&T?

Every designer and maker is
making choices about the product
they design. Lots of those decisions
link to sustainability issues.

In your coursework and final exam
paper – you will need to
demonstrate your understanding
of sustainability.

So let’s get started…..



Sustainability has different dimensions.
It’s helpful to think of four main areas. 

These dimensions can
present moral/ethical
dilemmas for designers.Environmental

CulturalMoral
choices

Social

Economic

Notes
There are many words used in the specifications that relate to values issues but these are the most common. We believe that every designing and making decision involves a moral choice – it is not a separate dimension. For example, organic cotton may be more expensive than non-organic. Do you make an economic choice for the cheaper product or reduce environmental impact? It’s a moral decision.



Four dimensions of sustainability
– they all need to be considered.

Environmental
e.g. How much of the planet’s resources does my product use? 

Cultural
e.g. To what extent does my design affect cultural
values and traditions?

Social
e.g. Is my product designed to improve the quality
of life for its users?

Economic
e.g. Is everyone involved in the design, manufacturing,
using and disposal of the product getting a fair deal?

Notes
Most students find environmental issues easy to understand but are less familiar with the other three. For more advanced help on understanding social, cultural and economic factors click on the downloadable activities.It’s important for students to understand that not all the dimensions are necessarily relevant for every product. There may not be any cultural issues in some textile design, lots of issues in others if e.g. religious beliefs are involved.It’s also useful for students to think about who gains and who might lose out when a product is made. http://www.stepin.org/docs/teachers/winnerslosers.pdf is an activity on winners and losers. 



How do the four sustainability dimensions
link   to a t-shirt?

Using the sustainability
dimensions diagram,
work out which labels
from the T-shirt fall
under each dimension.

Find out more about
the T Shirt from
http://www.howies.co.uk
/section.php/81/0

Suitable for 
all occasions?

Sold for £15

Designed to last
– good stitching

Washable at 40˚ Fair wages for
workers in Turkey

Great for 
play/beach wear

100% organic
cotton

Notes
Students can match the labels to the four dimensions after discussing which label links to which dimension by clicking on the downloadable activity. 

http://www.howies.co.uk/section.php/81/0


What’s the problem for Textile designers?

A throwaway society?
We throw away one million tonnes of textiles
in the UK every year. At least 50% of what
we throw away is reusable or recyclable,
yet we only recycle 25%

The average lifetime of a textile garment is
only three years  

Fair deal? 
Many of the workers involved in producing
low-cost clothing are children and women who
are working in poor conditions for low wages.

Energy wasted?  
If everyone in the UK bought one reclaimed
woollen garment each year, it would save an
average of 371 million gallons of water
(the average UK reservoir holds about 300
million gallons) and 480 tonnes of chemical
dyestuffs. (Evergreen) 

Notes
We can be more sustainable in the way we design and make if we think more carefully about issues such as “Should we be designing products that are soon thrown away? Should we be using production methods that waste energy? Should we manufacture clothes where workers don’t get a fair deal?” Facts about waste help them to understand the size of the problems – http://www.wasteonline.org.uk/topic.aspx gives lots of useful facts.



Life cycle analysis

This can be used by textiles designers to help them understand the environmental
impact of a product from growing of materials to final disposal.

• What materials were used?
(e.g. impact on land used to grow cotton)

• How and where was it produced?
(e.g. energy, water and chemical used
in dyeing and printing? In which country
was it made?)

• How was it distributed?
(e.g. ships used to transport cotton,
lorry used to transport to shops)

• How was it advertised and sold?
(e.g. internet, flyers, shops)

• How was it used?
(e.g. was it designed to last? Include
impact of washing and ironing T-Shirt)

• How was it disposed of?
(e.g. landfill or recycled/reused.)

Notes
Life cycle analysis enables students to think about the impact of designing and making a product from sourcing materials to make it to disposing of it at the end of its life. They can look at any product and work out environmental impacts as well as thinking about social and economic impacts by asking the questions raised here. The Centre for Alternative Technology has developed a card activity to help students work out a product’s impact. It is available from http://www.cat.org.uk/education/ed_content.tmpl?subdir=education&sku=ED_62. 



In your designing and making it
will help if you use life cycle analysis.

• You can show how making,
selling, using and disposing
of a product can have
environmental impacts 

• You can suggest ways of
reducing those impacts

• You can show you have thought
about the impacts on people
(social), jobs (economic) and
values/traditions (cultural)  

• The following slides suggest
how to do it by looking at
different products

material choice

production

distribution

disposal

use



Let’s have
a look at
a drinks
can... Mining bauxite ore Work conditions Transporting ore Factory making cans

Cans to shops Warehouse store Factory filling cans Cans to drinks factory

Cans drunk

Cans stored in shops

Cans taken home Cans thrown away Cans collected Recycling plant

Notes
You can use a generic example of a product all students are familiar with to show the major environmental impacts of making an aluminium can. We have found it helpful to illustrate the process of LCA before asking students to relate it to a product of their own choice.




Now you have a go at life cycle analysis!

Look at a jeans label to find out
information about where they were made.
Now trace the impact of the denim used, from
choice of materials through to disposal.
What materials were used?
(e.g. impact on land used to grow cotton)

How and where was it produced?
(e.g. energy, water and chemical used in dyeing?
In which country was it made?)

How was it distributed?
(e.g. ships used to transport cotton, lorry used to
transport to shops) 

How was it advertised and sold?
(e.g. internet, flyers, shops)

How was it used?
(e.g. was it designed to last? Include impact of
washing and ironing jeans)

How was it disposed of?
(e.g. landfill or recycled/reused.)

Where’s the impact of a pair of
jeans during their life cycle?

Notes
Students can do this individually or in small groups. The CAT activity (see slide 10 notes) uses different symbols to represent e.g. modes of transport (lorry, train, plane, recycling truck etc) but without the cards we suggest you use the word list in the downloadable activities. And ask students to think about every time each category would be used during the life cycle a pair of jeans. Some students find it easier to do this in a linear way, others prefer to use a circle. (See downloadable activity).



You know about product impacts,
so how can you try to reduce them? 

There are six ideas you can
think about. All the exam boards
use them so it makes sense to
understand what they mean.

Activity 

1. Try to match the
words to the correct
definition.

2. Think about how
important each
word is in making
the world a more
sustainable place. 
What’s best?
What’s worst?

Use a product to make
something else with all or

parts of it

When a product breaks down or
doesn’t work properly, try to fix it

Cut down the amount of
material and energy you use

as much as you can

Don’t use a material or buy a
product if you don’t need it or if it’s
bad for people or the environment

Do we make too many products?
Design in a way that considers
people and the environment

Reprocess a material or product
and make something elseREUSE

RETHINK

REFUSE

RECYCLE

REPAIR

REDUCE

✁✁
✁

✁
✁

✁
✁

✁

✁

✁

✁

✁

Notes
Click on the link for a downloadable version of this activity. It’s available in the Sustainability Handbook pp 50-51 but we’ve simplified the definitions here.



How can you use the six Rs?

Design and make something for yourself
by reusing an item of clothes or textiles
that you no longer use.

• Before you start think about the six Rs
and try to work out how you could use
them in your task.

• What could you refuse to use?
What could you reduce? Is rethinking
involved? Can you design so that your
product could be recycled or re-used
again? Can you design it so it can
be repaired?

Designer Cerys Marks
Pouffe from plastic bags

Notes
Use a short focused task to get students thinking about how thinking about the six Rs can help them develop a more sustainable item of clothing. Mind map all the ideas that different students come up with before checking out the next slide.



How well did you get on?

Did you refuse to use any materials?

Did you think about cutting your material
so that there was little waste? Did you hand
construct/sew to cut down on energy use?

Could your product be used again?

Did you think of creating something that makes
you think about reuse? 

How will you eventually dispose of your product?

Is it possible to repair it if it breaks?

REDUCE

REUSE

RETHINK

REFUSE

RECYCLE

REPAIR



Here are some things to think about in textile design…

can my design have a sustainability message?

should I use any materials that have been sprayed
with pesticides?

can I ensure I don’t waste any material by cutting
out carefully?

can I reuse any existing materials?

can my product be taken apart or recycled easily at
the end of its life?

can my product be easily repaired?

REFUSE

REDUCE

REUSE

RETHINK

RECYCLE

REPAIR

Notes
Discuss whether or not students want to use some of the suggested sustainability principles in their own designing and making. Emphasise that they are making moral choices and that there may be justifiable reasons for not always making the most sustainable choices – e.g. natural dyes may be more difficult to source, organic textiles might be too expensive. However, they should weigh up those ideas against the social, environmental, economic and cultural issues they have learnt about earlier. 





The 6 Rs
RETHINK✁


REUSE✁


RECYCLE✁


REPAIR✁


REDUCE✁


REFUSE✁
Reprocess a material
or product and make


something else


✁


When a product breaks down
or doesn’t work properly,


try to fix it.


✁


Do we make too many products?
Design in a way that considers
people and the environment.


✁
Cut down the amount of


material and energy you use
as much as you can.


✁


Don’t use a material or buy a
product if you don’t need it or if it’s
bad for people or the environment


✁


Use a product to make
something else with all or


parts of it.


✁


Back








ASKING ECONOMIC QUESTIONS


What’s the impact on jobs?
Will the product create them or reduce them?


Could the cost of production be cut down by reducing
the amount of material or energy used?


What types of jobs might be created?
Will they involve skilled, enjoyable work or not?


What are working conditions like for employees?
Do they get a fair wage and work in pleasant situations?


Where does sourcing and manufacture take place?
Does it encourage use of local materials and labour?
Does it provide opportunities for developing countries to
improve their standard of living?


Is making the product profitable?
If not, it cannot be sustainable.


Who gets the profit?
Does everyone get a fair deal or are some people
exploited?


Where does the money and financial help come from?
Could eco-friendly sources be used?
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ASKING SOCIAL QUESTIONS


Does the product make life better for people who use it in any way?
If it doesn’t, should we make it at all? If it does, who will benefit
and in what way?


Does the product make life better for the people who make it?
Do they get treated fairly in wages and work conditions?


Does the product encourage us to be sociable, to enjoy the
company of others when we want to?
Or does it encourage us to be more isolated?


Is the product appropriate for the age and/or gender group
at which it is targeted?


Does the product meet the needs of people today without limiting
the ability of future generations to meet their needs satisfactorily?
Are we “stealing from the future” by using up too many resources?


Does the product have positive or negative results for people living
elsewhere in the world, especially poor people?


Does the product take account of disability, e.g. sight, hearing,
physical? Can it be understood, read and used by those with
disabilities? Does it improve life for those with disability?


Does the way the product is made enable people
to enjoy their work?  
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Lifecycle analysis
Sourcing Using the headings below –


trace the impact of the
product you’re looking at
under the headings.


Production


Distribution


Use


Disposal


Back







Lifecycle analysis categories
ENVIRONMENTAL


TRANSPORT


• Lorry


• Bicycle


• Car


• Freight ship


• Oil tanker


• Aeroplane


• Rubbish/recycling truck


• Tractor


• Train


ELECTRICITY


• Cooker


• Factory lighting,
heating


• Shop/supermarket
lighting, heating


• Shop/supermarket
fridge/freezer


• Home fridge/freezer


• Microwave


• Warehouse lighting and
heating


LAND USE


• Cropland


• Grazing land


• Landfill site


• Quarry


• Reservoir


• Road


• Parking spaces


• Woodland


BUILDINGS


• Factory


• Oil rig


• Shop


• Supermarket


• Warehouse


CHEMICALS


• Fertiliser


• Pesticide
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Four dimensions of sustainability design
The list below gives some of features of a T-Shirt.
Cut them out and arrange them under one of the four
sustainability headings (on the four dimensions diagram). 


Washable at 40°�


Suitable for all occasions?�


Sold for £15�


Fair wages for workers in Turkey�


Great for play/beach wear�


Designed to last – good stitching�
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Sustainability has four
main different
dimensions Environmental


CulturalMoral
choices


Social


Economic


These dimensions are all
moral/ethical dilemmas
for designers.
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ASKING CULTURAL QUESTIONS


Is any religious group likely to be offended by the product?


Is any ethnic group likely to be offended by the product?


Is the product likely to offend on the grounds of gender?


Is the product suitable for the age group at which
it is targeted?


Does the product encourage the maintenance of traditional
cultural values or traditions, e.g. festivals, dress?
Or might it mean the loss of some traditional values or skills,
e.g. home cooking?
Traditions can be regional, national or international.


Is the product appropriate for the society in which
it will be used?


Does the product encourage understanding of different values
and cultures?
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